
Religion.


A religion carries a message. A message of love, honesty and prosperity.

A message of an abundant life where all can live in joy sharing life together.


But if I was to professionally join ’Svenska Kyrkan’ I could never do that if I wasn’t 
a member of Christianity. Because they would imply that staff needs to share our 
ideologi. Based in our religion.


So what are you supporting?


A conceptual framework that within it somewhere talks about a message of love, 
honesty & prosperity. A message of an abundant life where all can live in joy 
sharing life together.


What are you prioritizing? The logo? Or the message?


The outfit? Or the attitude?


You speak so highly about joy and laughter. About the importance of a positive 
attitude. You even have a plus sign mounted on everything. But you don’t see it.

What I see most is Christ in a crown of thorns crying for our sins.


That is condemnation.


We get what we focus on.


And that is what we are willing to let go of and like laser fix our attention on the 
constructive aspects of life.


I talked to a priest conducting a self made church because the one existing wasn’t 
good enough for him. Or maybe he wanted to break out and didn’t have the balls 
to do it fully. I told him about what I know and that I come from experience.

He looked at me like I was some kind of idiot not having studied this in a formal 
setting. I also e-mailed him later telling him about this website and I did not even 
get a reply.


Religions main purpose. If you want to use it correctly. Is:


Getting the message. Which is not about teams. It’s about the humaniteam.


Regardless if you read from the left to right or right to left. I you come from books 
or scrolls or if you’re like me, scrolling.


Lose the bad attitude. You are only bad if you say you are.


Quit hitting yourself!


